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Abstract
The paper presents the main elements of the WWWbased Environment supporting development and execution
of a big variety of user's applications. The system has
universal interface allowing comfortable and unified
manipulations with different project data. The system
supports different types of the user's projects distinguished
according to programming platforms and languages, type
of a target machine, user's specialization, etc. We show
also Distance Learning Projects considering as
teacher/student programming workplaces as well as
supporting non-programming courses.

1. Introduction
The transition towards digitalization in many
application areas and the explosive growth of the Internet
has had a huge impact in the modern computer science and
engineering and will continue to do so into the future.
During the past years, the Internet have an increasing
impact on our day to day lives including the proliferation
of WWW-devices, new WEB-services, an increasing
number of employees and students working/studying from
home, the development of Virtual Enterprises, WEB-based
Collaboration Projects, Grid Computing [1], etc. A number
of factors have recently contributed to bring the use of the
Internet as a general programming environment closer to
maturity. That is why the WEB technology is integrated
with traditional methods and approaches in improving the
remote accessibility of distributed applications,
cooperating to solve some problems as well as offering
new services.
Computational Portal [2] represents a proxy server
placed between cluster and the user's workstation. It
controls remote data processing operations by installing

special software on the cluster nodes. WebSubmit is a
Web-based utility providing access to applications on a
collection of heterogeneous computing resources [3]. Its
goal is to make it easy to use computing resources via the
Web without requiring knowledge of the specifics of
unfamiliar operating systems and dynamic application
environments. WebSubmit does not allow implementing
on-line analysis of results and debugging programs.
The innovative Environment for Learning to Program
(ELP) [4] provides an interactive web-based environment
for teaching Java programming to the first year Information
Technology students. System does not support applets as
well as other programming platforms. Interactive web
exercises and a development environment [5] were
developed to facilitate language acquisition in a beginning
course in C++. System has well-designed forms to input
problem solution sources in spite of absence of the
program design issues.
An important direction in the modern computer science
and engineering is also to engage academics and the
information technology industry in shining the spotlight on
the next generation of computing professionals and
scholars. Accordingly, the educational process should have
the stable environment for the most of educational courses
oriented for both programming and so-called nonprogramming subjects.
The W4AP was initially designed to support WEBbased applied programming and Grid computing [6], [7].
The presented paper is devoted to adaptation of the W4AP
for the Distance Learning purposes in order to keep the
same environment for programming and education. In
Section 2, we discuss the W4AP concepts as well as its
Project Management Environment. Section 3 and 4
describe the W4AP programming techniques and different
projects types supported including a variety of distance
learning projects. Summary of results is presented in
Section 5.
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2. System Concepts

settings. The File Manipulator implements different
operations on project data (files, sources, etc.)

2.1. Architecture and Main Elements
Figure 1 shows the main elements W4AP-server kernel,
which controls Internet access, multi-user support as well
as security issues.

Figure 2. The W4AP Project Management Interface
Figure 1. W4AP: System Architecture
The user's program implementation is under control of
the Project Management System storing, manipulating and
serving with the user's project files and data. The User's
Session Manager is responsible for the user's authorization
as well as services with the user's accounts. The Code
Generation System is the multi-platform system generating
the executable code. The External Exchange System
provides data/files exchange between the W4AP server and
client computer. Data can be also uploaded/downloaded
from other remote systems as well as WWW-sites. It can
also be a visual programming shell build on the server
kernel. The Monitoring System allows the user to check
compilation errors as well as execute and watch
computational processes in real time.

The project management window can be divided into
three panels: the top toolbar, the left file list panel and the
right multi mode panel (Figure 2). The file list area
contains a list of project files and filtration options in order
to separate files of the one type from all other files. The
Multi Mode Panel is located at the right part of project
management window. This panel has several view modes.
Action buttons mode is for inexperienced users because
the Image (Toolbar) Buttons on toolbar are duplicated on
this panel. The Image Preview Mode is to show image
files in a project (Figure 3). In the Wide File List mode,
the space reserved for the Multi-mode Panel is used to
show detailed file data. This makes possible using this
system for a professional application development as well
as for education.

2.2. Project Management System
To access the W4AP-system, it is only necessary to
have any standard WWW browser like Netscape or MS
Explorer by inputting the W4AP-server URL. After
authorization, the user can begin or continue his/her work
using a special Project Management Interface appearing as
the special applet window with several areas of
manipulation (Figure 2). The Project Management System
includes components shown in Figure 1. The Manager
provides calls to the W4AP kernel as well as to other
management components. The Project Editor is to change
existing projects or design new project types, The
Administrator controls the system and security related

Figure 3. Image Preview
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3. Programming Environment
The W4AP programming environment supports the full
circle of a program design including three stages. During
the Source code creation stage, the developer should
prepare files with sources by creating/modifying or
uploading them from a client computer. The Compilation
stage is to construct executable application from the
prepared sources. If this stage was successful, it is possible
to launch the Execution and Monitoring Stage, control
program implementation, and collect results.
The Monitoring System (Figure 4) mentioned above
allows the user to check compilation errors as well as
execute and watch computational processes via the Internet
in real time. The Matrix Visualization Tool is used to
visualize matrix data in project [8].

computer. This information will be immediately open to
the user. Figure 4 shows an example of parallel iterative
computations with periodical refreshing the content of
observable variables Iteration and Residual. On-line
Monitoring is extremely useful for large-scale jobs, which
may require about several hours, days or more of
processors time.
To support a big variety of possible applications, the
W4AP has several types of the user's projects distinguished
according to programming platforms and languages, type of
a target machine (sequential or parallel), user's
specialization, etc. We distinguish three types of the target
machines and corresponding projects. Sequential project is
to implement sequential programs on a local server.
Parallel project is to provide calculations on a remote
parallel cluster. Parallel GRID project is to execute
parallel programs using the different types of clusters.
The W4AP system supports different programming
platforms, compilers and libraries. It is possible to apply
CNU C, Java, etc. Parallel and GRID applications are
based on Message Passing Interface (MPI). Special project
allows designing and implementing of MPI-programs on
the University of Aizu network.
Any multimedia and GUI application represents a Java
applet implementing on the client. This applet generation is
implemented automatically using avoidance of cashing
effects in the WEB-browsers. To support multimedia
programming in the W4AP environment, the special Javaprojects and library were designed. This library is a
collection of classes providing comfortable manipulations
of multimedia objects such as images, image buttons, audio
and video files.
Projects can also support private and/or collaborative
work. Collaborative projects include message exchange
subsystem, file/data sharing and CVS-mechanisms.

4. Distance Learning Environment
Figure 4. Text-based Example of On-line Monitoring
There are special monitors to control syntax and
runtime errors. The ERROR-monitor allows checking
compilation errors as well as editing a source code. The
standard EXECUTION-monitor shows as a HTMLdocument the status of program execution including errors
verification during the program execution as well as
execution stages like a program is started, waiting,
implementing, and finished.
The On-line Monitoring Environment is a set of
algorithms and tools for serving remote applications
supporting optimal delivering and integrating results of
remote applications to the client computer, and multimedia
representation of intermediate and result data on a client

The Distance Learning Environment includes a set of
hierarchical collaborative projects. The learning project
architecture consists of two special clients: the Student
Workplaces and the Teacher Area. Each student team
occupied the one workplace, and should implement a set of
exercises or problems. The Teacher Area has special
interface to prepare problems as well as tools to
verify/estimate solutions. After job solution, a Student
Team should submit via the W4AP solutions the Teacher
Area for verification and counting.
Programming Learning Projects are to help users in
increasing their programming skill as well as studying
modern Software Engineering Topics like Competitive and
Extreme Programming. To support these technologies, the
Teacher Area was extended by special tools for the running
and testing programs. These tools provide an automatic
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verification of the program implementation and returns to
teams and teachers result of testing. In this case, a run-able
code should be submitted for checking. There exist several
scenes of examinations between students, teachers and the
W4AP system. Simple exercises allow getting some
information to solve the problems. Exams are supporting
traditional on-line examination procedures.
We are also designing a set of so-called Nonprogramming Projects. An example of these problems
can be physics and mathematics problems and exercises.
Special tools allowing to input/verify/calculate formulas
support these projects. Importantly, these formulas can
include multimedia/visual objects (Figure 5).

5. Conclusion
We have presented main elements and features of the
WWW-based environment supporting the development of
a big variety of user's applications not only for program
design but also for the Distance Learning Technologies.
This hides hardware specifics and reduces working
conditions to the standard HTML-environment. The
software presented is installed in the University of Aizu
and used in student research projects as well as in the
Software Engineering Courses. The practical experiments
with the system confirm its good adaptability to the user's
profile because of the same environment for different
programming platforms.
Our further investigations include development of the
multilingual interfaces as well as convenient Assessment
Tools for testing and grading of students.
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Figure 5. Student’s interface for problems in physics
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